Management of refractory neonatal seizures
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Abstract: The risk of seizures is highest during the neonatal period. Currently used therapies have limited efficacy and the treatment of neonatal seizures has not significantly changed in recent decades. Controversies still exist as to whether neonatal seizures can cause damage to the developing brain per se, or if the associated neurodevelopmental problems are caused by the underlying condition(s). However, during recent years, there has been substantial progress in the diagnostic possibilities for uncovering the etiologic cause of seizures. This article addresses the most common and important (treatable) etiologic causes of neonatal seizures, and discusses some of the diagnostic tools available. Current therapeutic approaches and their efficacy are discussed, with the aim to present the current knowledge on the topic.
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Introduction

Seizures are the most common clinical manifestation of neurologic dysfunction in a newborn.¹ Seizures are usually the first (and sometimes only) sign of a central nervous system disorder in a newborn infant.² Seizures are more common in the neonatal period than at any other age during infancy and childhood. Newborn infants with seizures are at risk for neonatal death and survivors are at risk for neurologic impairment, developmental delay, and post-neonatal epilepsy.

The estimated incidence of seizures is 1–3.5 per 1,000 births in term newborns and even higher in preterm infants. Ronen et al found an overall incidence of 2.6 per 1,000 in a population-based study in Newfoundland, with a much higher incidence in preterm infants compared with their term counterparts (11.1 per 1,000 versus 2 per 1,000), which was even higher in those with birth weight below 2,500 g.³ Similar figures were found in another regional study by Saliba et al, who reported the incidence of neonatal seizures in infants born between 1992 and 1994 in Harris County, TX, USA, to be 1.8 per 1,000 live births and 19 per 1,000 for those weighing less than 1,500 g.⁴ Although the population was quite ethnically diverse in this study, no significant difference was found in incidence according to ethnicity. Lanska and Lanska analyzed National Hospital Discharge Survey data for the period 1980–1991 to derive a nationally representative estimate of neonatal seizures for the US,⁵ and reported an overall risk for neonatal seizures of 2.84 per 1,000 and a relative risk for low birth weight infants (<2,500 g) of 3.9. The authors compared their results with those of similar studies in developed countries, and reported seizure risks in the range of 1.5–14.2 per 1,000 live births. Sheth et al studied the influence of gestational age on seizures using...
Seizures in newborns thus frequently signal significant brain pathology, such as hypoxic-ischemic injury, stroke, intracranial infection, hypoglycemia, inborn error of metabolism, or brain malformation. Global cerebral hypoxia-ischemia, focal cerebral hypoxia-ischemia, and intracranial hemorrhage were shown to be the most common causes of seizures in one series, causing nearly two thirds of all cases. The same study also showed that, among the infants with a favorable outcome, 41 (64%) were considered to be normal in all areas evaluated, whereas 23 (36%) had neurologic abnormalities without apparent functional impact on examination, while among the infants with overall poor neurologic outcome (28%), 20 had severe and five had moderate neurologic impairment, with a mortality rate of 7%. In the cohort reported by Pisani et al, hypoxia-ischemia was present in around 50% of 106 newborns with confirmed neonatal status epilepticus, defined as continuous seizure activity lasting 30 minutes or more or recurrent seizures lasting more than 30 minutes without definite return to the baseline neurologic condition between seizures. In this group, 20 died (19%) and 50 (47%) had an adverse outcome, described as severe neurologic disability and post-neonatal epilepsy, while the rest (36 infants, 34%) had a normal outcome. Of 26 newborns who presented with status epilepticus, only one had a normal outcome, while 12 of 22 with post-neonatal epilepsy had status epilepticus at birth. Another study reported a significantly higher incidence of status epilepticus in full-term babies in comparison with preterm ones. In one of our unpublished studies, we identified 42 newborns with neonatal seizures of differing etiology during a 3-year period (2010–2012), ten (24%) of whom have had status epilepticus or recurrent seizures. Two children died (5%), while the remaining ten have had post-neonatal epilepsy (compared with only 21% in the rest of the group with neonatal seizures) and severe developmental delay. The etiologies in these ten patients were as follows: hypoxia-ischemia in five (50%), cortical maldevelopment in three (30%), epileptic encephalopathy in one (10%), and confirmed neonatal tuberous sclerosis in one (10%).

In the series reported by Ronen et al, 5% of newborns had prolonged seizures (for more than 30 minutes) and the mortality rate was 9%. It seems that mortality and morbidity increase significantly when recurrent neonatal seizures or neonatal status epilepticus are present, and that full-term infants are particularly at risk. Tekgul et al studied only full-term infants and found post-neonatal epilepsy in 35.7% of infants with seizures and global developmental delay in 50.8%. In our own cohort from the Department of Neonatology in Ljubljana, Slovenia, we found that 36 of 204 full-term newborns hospitalized in the neonatal department due to neonatal seizures developed post-neonatal epilepsy (18.6%), and 22 of those 36 (61%) have had a poor neurologic outcome (mental developmental index below 60 or cerebral palsy). We also found that early appearance of seizures and/or drug resistance were poor prognostic signs.

The long-term neurodevelopmental prognosis is not only poor for those with electroencephalographic (EEG) and clinical seizures, but also for those who are merely at risk. While the mortality due to neonatal seizures has dropped significantly, the long-term neurodevelopmental sequelae remain unchanged. It seems that the most reliable
early predictors of a subsequent adverse neurologic outcome are severe encephalopathy (due to hypoxia-ischemia or cerebral dysgenesis), need for multiple antiepileptic drugs (AEDs), presence of moderately to severely abnormal background EEG patterns, amount of EEG seizures, and being full-term. Although there are AEDs available to treat neonatal seizures, they are still quite ineffective. The goal of future bench and clinical research should be development of more effective therapies for neonatal seizures, regardless of etiology.

**Clinical versus EEG seizures**

A standard operating definition for clinical neonatal seizures is lacking, as pointed out by Shewmon as far back as 1990. Despite the proliferation of the literature on neonatal seizures since his statement, this comment is still valid today. Further, there is no consensus regarding the management of neonatal seizures. Some authors use the following description: “an epileptic seizure in a neonate refers to an abnormal, stereotypical clinical event, that results from an abnormal ‘hypersynchronous’ discharge of neurons, located in the cerebral cortex or thalami, which is most often sudden in onset and paroxysmal or self-limiting”. However, clinical judgment is essential, and Mizrahi and Kellaway have tried to characterize and classify neonatal seizures by incorporating EEG information using a portable, crib-side video EEG polygraphic system. They found that eleven of 71 newborns with electrical seizure activity had no clinical correlate (subclinical seizures). However, we should also be aware that episodes with and without an EEG correlate can occur in the same neonate, and many newborns may have more than just one type of clinical seizure. There are certain clinical characteristics that strongly suggest an epileptic seizure, while on the other hand, there are many nonepileptic motor events that should not be mistaken for neonatal seizures.

Among the most common nonepileptic motor events is jitteriness, the so-called recurrent tremor, which is characterized by tremulousness of all limbs and chin or may involve only a single limb. It may have a pathologic basis and can be a fairly prominent sign in neonates with hypoxia, hypoglycemia, hypocalcemia, or drug withdrawal. Jitteriness can be differentiated from seizures by the fact that it can be stopped with gentle restraint and also by an absence of the features commonly associated with seizures, such as tachycardia and/or apnea.

The next entity is hyperekplexia, which is an exaggerated startle response to stimuli in the awake state. It is an autosomal dominant condition that can present in a mild or more severe form, where startle is accompanied with generalized stiffness, with no clear-cut precipitating stimulus, and can cause life-threatening apnea during periods of stiffness. The genetic defect is linked to chromosome 5q.

Benign sleep myoclonus refers to often multifocal, migrating limb movements during drowsy and sleep states only, which stops on arousal with painful stimuli and may worsen on light touch, sound, or even AEDs, and can frequently be observed beyond the neonatal period. Benign sleep myoclonus is observed most commonly in the arms, and the movements can occur in rapid succession, causing concern to caregivers. Tremor may be fine (high frequency of more than 6 Hz and low amplitude of less than 3 cm) or coarse (lower frequency and higher amplitude); if it is repetitive and recurrent, it is referred to as jitteriness.

Benign myoclonus of infancy usually starts beyond the neonatal period, but can be found also in neonates. It is characterized by recurrent episodes of nonepileptic myoclonus while awake (and usually not provoked by stimuli) and the neonate is otherwise normal. It has been proposed that this condition also be called “benign nonepileptic infantile spasms” or Fejerman syndrome. Recently, it has been suggested that the so-called secondary Fejerman syndrome could be found in children with neurodevelopmental impairment. It is recommended to use polymyography for determining the duration of these abnormal movements, given that, by definition, cortical myoclonus lasts less than 0.1 seconds, while EEG activity lasting longer than 0.1 seconds and less than 2 seconds is defined as a jerk, and if lasting more than 2 seconds is defined as a sustained contraction. It has been argued that a subcortical myoclonus would then be called a jerk, while a spasm (which is defined as an initial phasic contraction lasting less than 2 seconds followed by a less intense tonic contraction that is 2–10 seconds in duration) might be classified either as a jerk or as a sustained contraction.

Identification of neonatal seizures is critical in the management of newborns at risk. It has been shown that only one third of neonatal EEG seizures are accompanied by clinical signs on simultaneous video recordings, and even these clinical manifestations are often (in two thirds of cases) unrecognized or misinterpreted by experienced neonatal staff. We should be aware that so-called electroclinical dissociation or decoupling/uncoupling is an outstanding feature of neonatal seizures, which means that EEG seizures are frequently not accompanied by any identifiable clinical symptom. Moreover, motor phenomena, which have been considered to be seizures, are often not associated with an ictal EEG correlate. Uncoupling is
more frequently found in infants who are treated by phenobarbital or phenytoin.\textsuperscript{46}

Until recently, EEG seizures per se were not considered harmful to the developing brain, and if clinical manifestations accompanying a seizure discharge disappeared after anticonvulsant therapy, treatment was considered successful. However, Boylan et al have clearly shown that EEG seizures often continue after treatment when clinical signs have already subsided, and that babies with severe seizures and a significantly abnormal EEG background often do not respond even to high doses of phenobarbitone (40 mg/kg) and tend to have an adverse outcome.\textsuperscript{48} They also recommended that babies who do not respond to phenobarbitone within 2 hours should be treated with a second-line anticonvulsant, preferably not phenytoin, which has been proven to be as equally inefficient as phenobarbitone.\textsuperscript{49} With regard to electroclinical dissociation, the same study also shows the importance of the EEG for monitoring the efficacy of AEDs in neonates, given that we cannot rely on clinical assessment only.\textsuperscript{48}

Detection of neonatal seizures is thus most reliable with continuous EEG monitoring, which requires special expertise but is not always available, or a simplified method of EEG recording, i.e., amplitude-integrated EEG (aEEG). aEEG monitors usually consist of two compressed aEEG channels and a raw EEG channel, and have become an accepted way to monitor brain function in neonatal intensive care units.\textsuperscript{50–52} Using a standard EEG channel together with aEEG channels increased the identification of nonstatus neonatal seizures to 76%.\textsuperscript{53} Monitoring of the following groups of newborns for possible EEG seizures is recommended: babies with suspected clinical seizures, those exhibiting abnormal movements, those with a known hypoxic-ischemic insult, those with moderate to severe encephalopathy, those undergoing therapeutic hypothermia or any other neuroprotective intervention, and also very preterm babies during their first days of life and those with abnormal cranial ultrasound imaging.\textsuperscript{45–47,52}

The use of continuous aEEG is increasing worldwide.\textsuperscript{54} Boylan et al showed that 90% of neonatal intensive care units are using either standard EEG or aEEG and that more than 50% are using both. However, the standard EEG is still usually interpreted by a neurophysiologist whereas 80% of aEEGs are interpreted by neonatologists.\textsuperscript{55} Time to seizure recognition can be significantly reduced if we use the aEEG and the rate of seizure diagnosis of those without EEG confirmation can also be significantly reduced.\textsuperscript{56}

As far back as 20 years ago, Mizrahi and Kellaway\textsuperscript{52} showed that around two thirds of suspected clinical seizure events were not accompanied by a seizure pattern on EEG, and we are now quite aware of the fact that only the EEG can confirm the epileptic nature of suspicious movements and is thus considered essential in evaluation and confirmation of neonatal seizures.\textsuperscript{57} It has also been confirmed that neonatal EEG patterns are different from those in older children and adults. These patterns will usually start focally (regardless of whether the brain injury is diffuse or more localized) and gradually evolve in amplitude, duration, and waveform morphology. There is no clear relationship between etiology and location of onset or morphology of the discharges.\textsuperscript{58} We also know that 78% of all seizures are detected on the C\textsubscript{3}–C\textsubscript{4} channel.\textsuperscript{59} The usual diagnostic description of the pattern in the neonatal EEG is: “a sudden, repetitive, evolving and stereotyped ictal pattern with a clear beginning, middle and ending and a minimum duration of 5–10 seconds”.\textsuperscript{57}

Finally, we should be aware that even with the more sophisticated tools available nowadays for recognition and confirmation of neonatal seizures, the claim by Mizrahi and Kellaway from more than 20 years ago that clinical judgment is essential still holds.\textsuperscript{52} Because of the unique nature of neonatal anatomic brain connections and considerable developmental changes in the nature of neurotransmitters, seizures in newborns are quite different from those in older children. Volpe has proposed a clinical classification that is still widely accepted.\textsuperscript{1} Neonatal seizures are usually focal (but display multifocal characteristics as the seizure develops), brief, and subtle, and because the newborn brain is largely unmyelinated and synapses are still immature, well organized tonic-clonic seizures are extremely rare. While clonic seizures are readily recognized by nursing and/or medical staff clinically as well as electrographically, myoclonic, tonic, and subtle seizures may need repeated EEG tracing to confirm their epileptogenic nature.\textsuperscript{60} Neonatal seizures can be classified as clonic, myoclonic, tonic, or subtle.\textsuperscript{36,52,60}

**Clonic seizures**

Clonic seizures are rhythmic movements involving the face, arms, legs, or trunk, either on one side of the body (focal) or multifocal, and shifting rapidly from one side to the other. They typically present with rhythmic jerking at 1–4 Hz and are not stopped by putting the examiner’s hand against the limb. They are most easily identified by clinical observation, and represent 25%–30% of all neonatal seizures. Ictal EEG correlation is a prominent feature, and repetitive spikes are the most common graphoelement. The etiology is various,
but these seizures are frequently associated with neonatal stroke, and are frequent in preterm babies with major cerebral pathology.

**Myoclonic seizures**

Myoclonic seizures resemble clonic movements but are “quicker”, and hence affected newborns appear more “jerky”. The predilection area is the flexor muscles. These seizures can be erratic, fragmentary, or generalized, and represent around 15%–20% of all neonatal seizures. Ictal EEG correlation can be a prominent feature or may be completely absent. The etiology is various, but metabolic causes are found quite frequently.

**Tonic seizures**

Tonic seizures resemble decerebrate rigidity (generalized, involving both upper and lower extremities in extension) or decorticate posturing (tonic flexion of the arms with extension of the legs). Sometimes just deviation of the head or eyes can be present. Only around 5% of neonatal seizures appear like tonic ones. As with myoclonic seizures, ictal EEG correlation can be a prominent feature or can be completely absent, and sometimes rhythmic delta activity will be present. Etiologically, quite often structural brain abnormalities can be present.

**Subtle seizures**

Subtle seizures may take the form of horizontal eye deviation or nystagmoid movements, sustained eye opening, blinking, chewing movements of the mouth, repetitive sucking, limb posturing or pedaling movements, vasomotor change, and repetitive apneic spells. The latter can sometimes be difficult (especially in preterm babies where this type is the most common) to distinguish from idiopathic apnea of prematurity; however, such apneas are usually accompanied by bradycardia, whereas apneas presenting as the seizures are not. They are quite common and represent 50%–70% of all neonatal seizures. Ictal EEG correlation may be absent at first, and more than one EEG will be required to show epileptic discharges, and flattening of background activity can sometimes be associated with subtle seizures. The etiology is various, but hypoxic-ischemicencephalopathy is frequently encountered (see Table 1).

**Etiologic considerations**

Identification of the underlying etiology is also an important issue when considering appropriate management of neonatal seizures. It is presumed that 75%–90% of neonates with seizures will have an underlying etiology. Treatment of the underlying etiology is more important than treatment of the seizures themselves. The majority of neonatal seizures are attributed to hypoxic-ischemicencephalopathy, which accounts for 35%–70% of all cases. In our study of a small cohort of infants, seizures occurred in only 15% of babies with mild or moderate birth hypoxia, but the percentage was much higher in a study by Tekgul et al. The incidence is even more variable, likely as a result of the inconsistent diagnostic criteria used. Seizures appear between 4 and 24 hours after birth. During this time, acute cell death and damage by secondary cytotoxins will have maximum impact. Seizures are often accompanied by other signs, such as apathy, hypotonia or hypertonia, absence of the Moro reflex, and bulbar signs, often presenting as difficulties in sucking and swallowing.

Although hypoxic-ischemic brain injury is often the etiologic cause of seizures, special care should be taken not to overlook some potentially treatable conditions. Among other causes of seizures are infections, intracranial hemorrhage and stroke, congenital malformations and abnormalities of brain development, inborn errors of metabolism (including potentially treatable ones such as pyridoxine-dependent epilepsy, pyridoxal phosphate-dependent epilepsy, folinic acid-responsive seizures, and biotinidase deficiency, see Table 2), mitochondrialencephalomyopathies, transient metabolic disturbances, maternal drug abuse, exposure to

| Table 1 | Different seizure types, ictal electroencephalographic patterns, and clinical associations |
|-----------------|---------------------------------|-----------------|
| **Semiology** | **Ictal EEG correlate** | **Clinical association** |
| Clonic (focal, segmentary, or bilateral) | Repetitive spikes | Various, frequent in neonatal stroke and other structural brain abnormalities |
| Myoclonic (erratic, fragmentary, or generalized) | May be prominent or completely absent | Metabolic or diffuse structural disorders |
| Tonic (resembles decerebrate rigidity or decorticate posture) | May be prominent or completely absent or rhythmic delta activity | Most often structural brain abnormalities, sometimes also metabolic disorders |
| Subtle (nystagmus, blinking, tonic eye deviations; pedaling, chewing, and sucking movements; apnea and/or vasomotor changes) | Sometimes flattening, may be normal, follow-up EEGs recommended | Various, frequent in hypoxic-ischemicencephalopathy |

**Notes:** Data from Seshia et al and Sivaswamy et al. Table adapted from Pfecko B. Neonatal seizures, including metabolic epilepticencephalopathies. In: Kennedy C, editor. Principles and Practice of Child Neurology in Infancy. London, UK: Mac Keith Press; 2012. Copyright ©John Wiley & Sons Ltd. Adapted with permission of John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

**Abbreviation:** EEG, electroencephalography.
Table 2 Treatment options for neonatal seizures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Loading dose</th>
<th>Maintenance</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First-line or second-line</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenytoin</td>
<td>20–40 mg/kg IV over 20 minutes</td>
<td>5 mg/kg/day</td>
<td>Target level 40–60 μg/mL</td>
<td>26,50,76,77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenytoin/phosphorytin</td>
<td>20 mg/kg IV in 30 minutes</td>
<td>5 mg/kg/day</td>
<td>Target level 10–20 μg/mL</td>
<td>26,50,76,77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorazepam</td>
<td>0.05–0.1 mg/kg IV in 5 minutes</td>
<td>8-hourly, if needed</td>
<td></td>
<td>26,50,53,87,88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midazolam</td>
<td>0.05–0.2 mg/kg IV in 10 minutes</td>
<td>0.15–0.5 mg/kg/hour (maximum)</td>
<td>Slow increase</td>
<td>26,50,88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clonazepam</td>
<td>0.1 mg/kg</td>
<td>0.01 mg/kg in 3–5 daily doses</td>
<td>Normothermia</td>
<td>50,53,90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lidocaine (FT or &gt;2.5 kg)</td>
<td>A 2 mg/kg IV in 10 minutes</td>
<td>7 mg/kg/hour for 4 hours, 3.5 mg/kg/hour for 12 hours, 1.75 mg/kg/hour for 12 hours then stop</td>
<td>Undergoing hypothermia treatment</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B 2 mg/kg IV in 10 minutes</td>
<td>7 mg/kg/hour for 3.5 hours, 3.5 mg/kg/hours for 12 hours, 1.75 mg/kg/hour for 12 hours then stop</td>
<td></td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third line</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levetiracetam</td>
<td>25–50 mg/kg IV</td>
<td>5 mg/kg, may be increased</td>
<td></td>
<td>53,92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topiramate</td>
<td>5 mg/kg once daily</td>
<td>Up to 25 mg/kg/day via NGT</td>
<td></td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamotrigine</td>
<td>4.4 mg/kg single dose</td>
<td>Add-on (Oral)</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valproate</td>
<td>10–25 mg/kg IV</td>
<td>10 mg/kg/day</td>
<td></td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vigabatrin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbamazepine</td>
<td>5–20 mg/kg orally</td>
<td>5–8 mg/kg/dose, 2–3 doses/day</td>
<td></td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraldehyde</td>
<td>150 mg/kg/hour IV for 3 hours</td>
<td>Probably unsuitable</td>
<td></td>
<td>102,103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felbamate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bumetanide</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dexamethasone</td>
<td>0.6 mg/kg up to 2.8 mg/kg IV usually divided in four daily dosages</td>
<td>Given for 3–10 consecutive days</td>
<td></td>
<td>108,109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamins and minerals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyridoxal-5′-phosphate</td>
<td>100 mg (up to 500 mg) IV</td>
<td>30 mg/kg/day in 2–3 doses</td>
<td></td>
<td>26,32,56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyridoxal 5′-phosphate</td>
<td>30–50 mg/kg/day in 3–4 doses</td>
<td>3 consecutive days</td>
<td></td>
<td>26,56,69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folinic acid</td>
<td>3–5 mg/kg/day in 2–3 doses</td>
<td>3 consecutive days</td>
<td></td>
<td>26,56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotin</td>
<td>5–10 mg per day</td>
<td>Same daily</td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *The authors confirm that the medication dosage schedules in the table are accurate, in accord with good medical practice and reflect a synthesis of the available medical literature at the time of publication. Because of ongoing research, changes in experience, information relating to drug therapy, and drug reaction reporting, changes in treatment dosages may occur. It is the responsibility of the practitioner to evaluate the appropriateness of the medications and dosages presented in the above table with due consideration for new developments in management strategies for neonatal seizures and emerging research.*

Abbreviations: IV, intravenous; A, normothermia; B, hypothermia; NGT, nasogastric tube; FT, full term.

Toxins (especially lead and mercury), and neurocutaneous syndromes (like tuberous sclerosis, Sturge–Weber syndrome, and incontinentia pigmenti), all of which can present with seizures during neonatal life.

We should also include rare neonatal epilepsy syndromes with a presumed underlying etiology and familial neonatal epilepsy syndromes. Among the former are Ohtahara syndrome (early infantile epileptic encephalopathy), which was first described in 1976 by Ohtahara et al, and early myoclonic epileptic encephalopathy, first described by Aicardi and Goutieres in 1978. These epileptic syndromes have a characteristic clinical presentation (multiple tonic seizures over the course of the day in the former and fragmentary myoclonus and partial seizures in the latter) and EEG findings, burst suppression being common. Often an underlying brain malformation is noted on imaging and/or manifestations of underlying inborn error of metabolism. On the other hand, we can identify chromosomal and/or molecular genetic abnormalities in an increasing number of familial (benign) neonatal epilepsy syndromes. Often we cannot find any clinical abnormalities in these newborns, but not all have a benign prognosis. Recently, a multicenter study confirmed that SCN2A mutations are an important genetic cause of Ohtahara syndrome. The authors concluded that given the wide clinical spectrum associated with SCN2A mutations, genetic testing for SCN2A should be considered for children with different epileptic conditions. Inheritances are usually autosomal dominant, although de novo mutations may occur and mutations may differ between families.
Neonatal seizures due to a symptomatic cause can be associated with other features, which can give us clues to the etiology, like fever or low body temperature (infection), different metabolic and/or hepatic derangements (inborn error of metabolism), dysmorphic features (abnormal brain development), skin lesions (neurocutaneous syndromes), or clear focal signs (stroke, focal encephalitis [herpes]). It should also be mentioned that acute-stage EEG abnormalities, characterized by suppression of background, are often observed in infants with neonatal seizures of acute symptomatic etiology. In contrast, chronic-stage EEG abnormalities, characterized by abnormal morphology of background activity, are frequently seen in infants with a remote symptomatic origin of their seizures, while a normal EEG is frequently encountered in newborns with benign familial or nonfamilial seizures.

**Treatment options**

When considering the treatment of neonatal seizures, we must always consider two aspects, ie, treatment of the seizures themselves and treatment of a possible underlying etiology. Neonatal seizures are an emergency because their adverse effects may affect the long-term outcome. Before starting antiepileptic (anticonvulsive) treatment, one should consider seizures that could be associated with an acute metabolic disorder, central nervous system or systemic infection, and above all, treatable inborn errors of metabolism, given that inappropriate treatment of the underlying cause will result in failure of treatment with AEDs. The so-called group of vitamin-responsive seizures constitute a subgroup peculiar to the neonatal period. In therapy-resistant neonatal seizures or status epilepticus, 100 mg of pyridoxine or, if ineffective, 500 mg, should be given intravenously during EEG monitoring, and should be continued intravenously or orally with 30 mg/kg/day divided into two or three single doses over 3 consecutive days.

Plecko advocates so-called second-line investigations to rule out possible rare etiologies of vitamin-responsive neonatal seizures in newborns with seizures that are repeated or refractory to the first-line AEDs in addition to normal first-line investigations (including blood sugar, electrolytes, blood gases, lactate, liver enzymes, creatine kinase, ammonia, procalcitonin and C-reactive protein, lumbar puncture, and cranial ultrasound). Second-line investigations include more sophisticated neuroimaging techniques (different modes of magnetic resonance), metabolic investigations (plasma, urine, and cerebrospinal fluid to be stored at −20°C for later work-up), and cofactor trials. The first in the line is the above-mentioned pyridoxine, followed by trials of pyridoxal-5′-phosphate (PLP) 30–50 mg/kg/day in 3–4 single doses over 3 days and then folinic acid 5 mg/kg in 2–3 single doses over 3 days. One should also be aware that about 30% of patients with pyridoxine-dependent epilepsy have a history of complicated delivery, and in addition to resistance to therapy, signs like erratic myoclonus (similar to drug withdrawal syndrome), irritability, restlessness, and sleepiness should alert the neonatologist to such a possibility. In PLP-dependent epilepsy, preterm birth and fetal distress are common as well as therapy-resistant myoclonic seizures with a suppression-burst EEG pattern; however, even early treatment seems to be associated with a poor outcome, in contrast with pyridoxine-dependent epilepsy where the outcome (apart from the need for long-life treatment) is rather good. Very low PLP concentrations in cerebrospinal fluid are the only reliable biomarker, and would need collection and preservation by deep-freezing before treatment. Today we know that pyridoxine-dependent seizures are caused by an autosomal recessive defect of the antiquitin gene, and piperoc acid and alpha-aminoadipic semialdehyde in plasma, urine, and cerebrospinal fluid are reliable diagnostic biomarkers.

In biotinidase deficiency, seizures can quite often be the presenting symptom (being myoclonic and therapy-resistant), while other symptoms include hypotonia and breathing problems. Measurement of biotinidase activity in serum will establish the diagnosis, and treatment with biotin (vitamin H) 5–10 mg/day leads to complete resolution of symptoms. There are some other rare metabolic conditions which should be thought of in therapy-resistant cases, like molybdenum cofactor deficiency and sulfite oxidase deficiency. Rare cases of neonatal GLUT1 deficiency can sometimes be found; seizures, often multiple types, start during the neonatal period, but diagnosis is delayed and the biomarker is a low cerebrospinal fluid/blood glucose ratio (below 0.5). The majority have mutations in the SLC2A1 gene and respond to the ketogenic diet.

We should bear in mind that neonatal seizures can be refractory to anticonvulsive drugs, especially when the seizures are symptomatic (as in cerebral dysgenesis or intraventricular hemorrhage), and that hypoxic/ischemic encephalopathy is the most common cause of refractory neonatal seizures. After isolating potentially treatable metabolic and infectious causes, we should concentrate on refractory seizures due to asphyxia, where early treatment (due to the short course of seizures and poor prognosis) is essential. While neonatal mortality has lowered (being less than 20%), life-long consequences after prolonged neonatal seizures are still
seizures is yet to be determined.

First-line and second-line AEDs

Phenobarbitone is still the AED of first choice in over 80% of neonatal units worldwide, despite concerns about its adverse effects on the developing brain.54,58,82-84 In a recent study, a high level of agreement concerning initiation of treatment of neonatal seizures as well as first-choice of treatment (phenobarbital) was found among neonatologists and child neurologists in Sweden.84 Most centers use a loading dose of 20 mg/kg, and if seizures persist, additional doses are given (maximum total dose 40 mg/kg), but significant side effects are more likely to be experienced at higher doses and higher phenobarbital levels in blood. Nevertheless, there are limited studies demonstrating good efficacy of phenobarbital. The response rate is usually below 50% in situations where more than the loading dose of 20 mg/kg is needed.85 Other treatment options within the first-line AEDs, depending on the clinical situation, include the following: phenytoin (phosphenytoin is better in neonates because it is usually associated with fewer side effects), benzodiazepines (midazolam, lorazepam, and clonazepam, not necessarily in this order), and lidocaine (recently having the “honor” to be placed within this category, despite some pros and cons).86-90 Painter et al reported the effect of phenobarbital compared with phenytoin in a randomized crossover study.89 Seizures were controlled in 43% of newborns in the phenobarbital-treated group compared with 45% in the phenytoin-treated group; addition of the other drug when seizures were not controlled with the first drug did not significantly improve seizure control. Despite this fact, Co et al advocate phenytoin (especially in developing countries) as the second choice and lorazepam as an additional option.91 Because of its unique pharmacokinetics, phenytoin (phosphenytoin) is recommended only for acute treatment and generally not for long-term maintenance. The recommended dosage of phenytoin is 15–20 mg/kg (or the equivalent active dose of phosphenytoin).92 Benzodiazepines are also used in cases refractory to phenobarbital (and/or phenytoin), as we tend to term seizures refractory or intractable when they fail to respond to adequate doses (and levels) of two AEDs. The efficacy of benzodiazepines is reported to be between 0% and 100%; however, the most often cited response rates are 67% and 80%, respectively.92-94 Cost, availability, and individual clinical situations determine the choice. Lorazepam has a longer half-life than diazepam or midazolam, so administration is less frequent and dosing is intermittent (cumulative exposure to toxic excipients is thereby minimized). This can be the reason why lorazepam might be the preferred benzodiazepine in most cases. Midazolam is short-acting and has a more rapid onset of action, the disadvantage being its metabolic pathway, via which pharmacologically active metabolites are formed. Clonazepam has also been effective in newborns unresponsive to phenobarbital and phenytoin. In one study, two patients who failed phenobarbital (more than 30 mg/kg) and phenytoin (15–20 mg/kg) had seizure cessation within 120 minutes of administration of clonazepam.95 The benzodiazepines doses are as follows:

- lorazepam, loading dose 0.05–0.15 mg/kg in 5 minutes, without maintenance doses (but loading dose can be repeated)57,96,97
- midazolam, loading dose 0.05–0.2 mg/kg in 10 minutes, followed by 0.1–0.5 mg/kg/hour (maximum 1.0 mg/kg/hour) in increasing steps,97 while side effects (especially with maximum doses) are decreased consciousness and hypotension with multiorgan failure92,97
- clonazepam, loading dose by 0.1 mg/kg bolus, followed by 0.01 mg/kg in repeated doses up to five times within 24 hours.54,57,99

Although not widely used, several studies indicate that lidocaine is an effective drug for refractory seizures, and a recent study showed moderate efficacy as second-line therapy following benzodiazepines.57,90 For term neonates undergoing hypothermia treatment, the initial bolus loading dose of 2.0 mg/kg is given followed by continuous infusions of 7 mg/kg/hour for 3.5 hours, 3.5 mg/kg/hours for 12 hours, and 1.75 mg/kg/hour for 12 hours, then stopping.97
During normothermia, the regimen is slightly changed as follows: 2.0 mg/kg in 10 minutes, followed by infusions of 7.0 mg/kg/hour over 4 hours, and 3.5 mg/kg/hour for the next 12 hours, and 1.75 mg/kg/hour for the last 12 hours (completed within 28 hours).54

**Third-line and second-generation AEDs**

Levetiracetam seems to be an effective and well tolerated adjunctive AED for seizure control in newborns.100 In one study, it was observed that seizure control was achieved in one hour in 86% of neonates treated with levetiracetam intravenously.101 Levetiracetam can be given intravenously as a loading dose of 20–50 mg/kg, followed by an initial maintenance dose of 5 mg/kg, which may be increased if required.57 However, in different studies, the doses have ranged from 10 mg to 115 mg/kg daily, so many authors believe that more systematic studies of levetiracetam the same holds true for topiramate are needed.10

Topiramate is an AED with multiple mechanisms of action, including glutamate receptor inhibition and sodium blockade.102 In one trial, topiramate was given to 13 term newborns via orogastric tube at a dose of 5 mg/kg once per day for the first 3 days of life.103 A randomized controlled trial in infants beyond one month of age suggested that oral topiramate in doses up to 25 mg/kg/day may not be effective as add-on AED therapy.104 A recent study in adults with epilepsy or migraine has yielded promising results with the use of intravenous topiramate, and controlled clinical trials should be designed to determine the efficacy and safety of intravenous topiramate also for neonatal seizures.105 Valproic acid is an effective AED for recurrent seizures and status epilepticus.10 However, it should be used with extreme caution because of a relatively high risk of fatal hepatotoxicity in neonates, especially with polytherapy and/or if an underlying inborn error of metabolism is suspected. Limited pharmacokinetic data are currently available to guide appropriate intravenous dosages; initial loading doses studied have been in the range of 20–25 mg/kg (orally), 20–30 mg/kg (rectally), and 10–25 mg/kg (intravenously), while maintenance dosages have been in the range of 5–10 mg/kg per dose (orally).106 A single study reported the pharmacokinetics of vigabatrin in neonates with uncontrolled seizures.107 Peripheral vision loss is an adverse effect that has been reported in around 15% in children,108 and because the risk of vision loss cannot be tested in newborns, vigabatrin should not be used as an option to treat neonatal convulsions.57 Lamotrigine is well tolerated in children, but evidence of its clinical application and efficacy in neonates is very limited. In one published case report, the drug was used at 4.4 mg/kg as a single daily dose as add-on therapy and was followed by rapid and sustained control of seizures in a newborn.109

**Drugs rarely used for neonatal seizures**

Carbamazepine prevents repetitive firing of action potentials in depolarized neurons by blocking frequency, use, and voltage-dependent sodium channels.102 In neonates, there are limitations to the use of carbamazepine due to a lack of parenteral formulations as well as low activity of the cytochrome P450 3A4 isoenzyme at birth, but an “ideal” carbamazepine dose for neonates would be a loading dose of 5–20 mg/kg and maintenance doses of 5–8 mg/kg per dose, administered every 8–12 hours.110

Paraldehyde has been used historically for control of refractory seizures, but its exact mechanism of action is unclear. In one trial of intravenous paraldehyde in the treatment of neonatal seizures, it was given as an infusion at a rate of 150 mg/kg/hour for 3 hours.111 Pharmacokinetic data for intravenous paraldehyde are limited, and there are no data available regarding its rectal use (as it is used in older children) to guide dosing.112 Bumetanide is still an experimental drug, but has been found to augment the effectiveness of phenobarbital (decreased seizure frequency and duration) in rat hippocampal slices.113 Bumetanide dosages for neonatal seizure control are currently under investigation in NEMO1 (NEOnatal seizure using Medication Off-patent), a multicenter pan-European clinical trial with the aim of developing new strategies for the treatment of neonatal seizures using this loop diuretic. There is evidence that bumetanide improves the GABAAergic function of phenobarbitone, the current standard drug. Bumetanide has been used as a diuretic in term and preterm babies for around 30 years. This trial should confirm if bumetanide in addition to standard treatment results in better seizure control.114 Felbamate inhibits the N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor and potentiates GABAAergic action by interacting with the strychnine-insensitive glycine recognition site of the N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor.115 It is only available as an oral preparation and has slow absorption, so oral felbamate is probably unsuitable for reaching adequate neuroprotective levels in a timely fashion in newborns with hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy.116 Dexamethasone is rarely mentioned as an add-on treatment for neonatal seizures; however, some authors do recommend it in their algorithms.117,118 The dosage is 0.6–2.8 mg/kg intravenously and is usually divided into four daily doses given for 3–10 consecutive days118 (see Table 2).
Concluding remarks

Once the diagnosis of refractory neonatal seizures and/or HIE is made and treatment has been more or less successful, the major focus should be on the parents’ concerns regarding the expected shorter-term and long-term outcome, which will definitely influence the child’s and family’s future life and challenge the family’s ability to cope with the child’s problems, as well as show the adequacy of society to meet his/her special needs.119 The prognosis is highly unpredictable and seizures may recur at any time. Therefore, the parents should be well prepared and instructed not only regarding their child’s seizure medication, but also to recognize any unusual symptoms in their child which could possibly reflect seizure relapse. They should be very well instructed on how to reach the nearest emergency department, as well as whom to contact in case of an emergency. Regular clinical follow-up over time will enable the prognosis to be estimated appropriately and any retarded/disrupted development trends to be recognized as soon as possible and managed accordingly. The parents should also be told that any estimate of long-term prognosis made before one year of an infant’s corrected age has a wide margin of error.119 Attention must also be paid to less severe forms of disability, such as minor motor impairment, attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder, perceptual-motor and/or cognitive difficulties, as well as the major ones, such as autism.119-121

Finally, we must be aware of the fact that for more than 50 years phenobarbitone (which was introduced in 1914) and phenytoin (introduced in 1938) were the only AEDs used during the neonatal period. We cannot attribute this endurance to their efficacy but rather to their availability in parenteral formulations.122 During the past decade, a substantial number of newer AEDs have become available to treat neonatal seizures, and progress has been made in the diagnosis of neonatal seizures. However, the AEDs currently used to treat neonatal seizures are relatively ineffective, but their effectiveness appears to improve under hypothermia therapy.57 Therefore, there is an urgent need for prospective, randomized, controlled trials of some newer adult and pediatric AEDs. It seems that development of safe AMPA antagonists (such as topiramate) that can also be used for intravenous application will be a priority in clinical trials in the future. However as de Vries and Toet, so nicely put it in one of their recent articles: “Once effective AEDs are available, it will become feasible to answer the last important question: whether treatment of electrophoretic seizures has a beneficial effect on postneonatal epilepsy and neurocognitive outcome.”122
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